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Hey, Welcome back to 
SDSU: The Koala Loves You [“Not” Dead]

Handie Samberg

[Slowly Decaying]                        

Pissboi, Hentai, Watersportz, 
Coconut Head, Marmite,  No Capes, 

Fleetwood Macdonalds, Tom and, 
Flower Boy, Little Dybbuk, Mnsion 

Family Vacation, Clifford the BIG

 

[Pull the Plug]
Guava Goose, Orb, Special Gay, 

Clifford the BIG, GoldiCocks, Silent, 
Brotankula, Buster Hymen, Fuzzy Naval, 

JohnMulBangMe, Lilo and Bitch, Pixy 
Pipe Dream, Sinus Baby, Jim Carson’s 

Extramarital bonaza, Guava Goose

[Grave Robbed]
Soy Kombucha Latte, Blackout 
Brady, Texas Toast, Tiny Rick, 

Masturbation Enthusiast, Chop Chop 
Revolution, Aynal Rand, Brotendo64, 
Sharkboi, Mothman’s Slampiece, 99.9 
Million Pilots, Absent, Black Science 

Man, Boobs Radley, Comrade Illuminati, 
Thing 2,Slick, Big A$$ Bird, Tsar Keef 

Keef, Geyser Permanente, DominAsian, 
Juice Willis, Leprechaun, Salty Dog, 

Piss/Shit/Cum

Hey shitbags, how’s being back on campus? Good, maybe, yeah, oh something 
about your…ok I am bored of you. WELCOME BACK TO THE SHITSHOW EVERY-
ONE! It is a new school year and it’s full of crazy. What has it been, two weeks and 
the cops feel like they own all the college area? Sorry mister officer but if I want to 
drink on the roof of the art building and piss onto the freeway below that should be 
my right as a school-fee-paying student of SDSU. This first couple weeks have been 
crazy. No masks here, masks over there, half the classes being online, professors 
confused about what is supposed to be happening: It’s a fucking shit show. But 
it is our shit show, a shit show we own. I am amazed to see that an entire school 
can care shit less about anything happening. That is just the norm for college life. 
And all you freshman better get used to it. This is the college life. The parties, the 
hot people, the ok food, and the Mother Fucking Koala. That is right the Mother 
Fucking Koala is your new norm. We are out here every month giving you lovely 
readers the most important news from campus: the personals. Just flip to the back 
of this and see what your fellow students think about campus life. Who is fucking, 
who is a fucker, and who should get fucked—all of that is there. This entire paper 
is dedicated to letting students know the best bathrooms on campus, some missed 
connections, and the best life advice we can muster. Expect us every month until 
your untimely departure for flunking out of all your classes. We are all back on this 
campus together and we are going to have to deal with each other, and that is the 
best thing ever. We are like that warm cookie that grandma leaves on the kitchen 
counter late at night for when you sneak into the kitchen for a late-night snack. The 
only difference is we care, care about making you laugh. So, please, join us for all 
our debauchery and shenanigans to come.

From the bottom of my drunken soul,

Handie Samberg 
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Top 5 Ways to Start the School 
Year
1. Don’t
2. At a Koala meeting
3. with a 40 in one hand and freedom 
in the other
4. Vaccinated :^)
5. Building a rocket, fi ghting a mum-
my, climbing up the Eiffel Tower, 
discovering something that doesn’t 
exist, giving a monkey a shower, surf-
ing tidal waves, creating nanobots, 
locating Frankenstein’s brain, fi nding 
a dodo bird, painting a continent, or 
driving your sister insane
6. Shove a THC tampon up your vag 
and let god take the wheel
7. Dropping out  

Top 5 Snacks to Keep in 
Your Pocket
1. Warm souplantation ranch
2. olive oil
3. is that a banana in your pocket or 
are you just happy to see me?
4. A rock (I have PICA)
5. horse meat

Top 5 Reasons Not to Go 
Back In-Person
1. If I hear one more person talk 
about fucking Rapp I’m transferring 
2. Frat guys never had a problem 
spreading chlamydia, do you really 
think they’re worried about spreading 
Covid
3. pls god i love my free time so much
4. the number of mullets i’ll see will be 
too powerful
5. I threw out all my pants and just 
have underwear

Top 5 People Who are Al-
lowed to be Assholes
1. Grandma
2. retail employees
3. Gordon Ramsey only
4. Jar jar binks
5. men with blood coming out their 
penis

Bottom 5 Assholes
1. Morrissey
2. Bono
3. People that spell their name with 
“eigh” at the end
4. Ellen
5. Like 3 of my uncles

Top 5 Alternatives Flesh-
lights
1. frog in the microwave
2. Your mom
3. Your mom in the microwave
4. sand in a water bottle
5. The barrel of a gun

Bottom 5 Reasons to Wake 
Up with a Headache
1. I didn’t drink last night
2. Ate glass
3. Poop water is not a substitute for 
tap water
4. Pillow full of asbestos
5. You drank freshman wastewater
6. Brain cancer /:
7. Whatever the fuck is going on in 
the Philippines
8. bing bong bing bing bing bong

Top 5 Alcohol Alternatives
1. Pee
2. Antifreeze
3. That shit that killed Michael Jack-
son
4. freshman waste water
5. Shut up juice

Top 5 Fursonas
1. toucan sam
2. Clifford the big red dog
3. Bernie the dragon socialist
4. The koala
5. The Gorilla from Sing
6. The lorax
7. pickle rick with fur

Top 5 Locations to Have 
Car Sex
1. in the car?? Tf
2. litter box
3. The cvs after i drove into the cvs
4. P4
5. Wherever

Top 5 Things SDSU Boys 
Say While Hooking Up
1. go aztecs
2. I’m glad we’re friends
3. how late mcdonald’s open until?
4. nothing, mfs can’t talk dirty even if it 
kicked them in the balls
5. bro youre ripped. are you bulking 
rn?
   
Bottom 5 Surgeries
1. Butthole removal
2. Nasty gassy fartendectomy
3. Double wiener slap happy physical 
therapy
4. getting a second appendix
5. urinary tract dilation
  
Top 5 Places To Nap On 
Campus
1. On the Olive Oil counter while 
drunk and inconsolable 
2. Inside the covid vending machines 
(cozier than you’d think)
3. At the feet of Samuel T. Black
4. The sundial in front of hepner hall
5. Music basement practice rooms

Bottom 5 SDSU Ideals
1. Cocaine
2. Sophomore success
3. Secret Republicans
4. Mr. Rapp
5. Lolitas Mexican Grill

Bottom 5 Tops
1. Ronald Reagan
2. Samuel T. Black
3. My boyfriend after 2 beers
4. Horse
5. The Dalai Lama

Top 5 Bottoms
1. Binging with Babish
2. An empty white claw
3. That one emoji with the big eyes
4. All those dads on cartoon network
5.  all members of SAE
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If I’m not going to let some frat boy take me out, there’s no fucking way I’m letting something 
called DeLtA take me out either. Thus the creation of my coronavirus bunker bathroom. Where 
no one can enter and no one really gets out alive (I accidentally made it vacuum sealed and let’s 
be real one bad shit and you might as well be good as dead from the smell.) I’ve made it the per-
fect bathroom though, soundproof so no one can hear you absolutely tear up the toilet. perfect 
porcelain throne with the highest quality toilet paper for pleasurable wiping and everything you 
could ever need in a sink (aka running water & soap who the fuck do you think I am? Made of 
money? I’m a college student). You guys can call me a conspiracy theorist or whatever the young 
kids are saying nowadays, but I’m simply not surviving a year and a half pandemic to be taken 
out by the Apple Delta Dildo Covid-19 strain. I did not abandon my days as a frat star to go out 
like that. I didn’t risk every STI under the sun and my mother calling me a whore to not even die 
in a respectful and honorable way. 

Goddamit I’m scared of needles and I got stabbed but no one else did and this shit mutated. So 
yeah I fucking built my own bunker so that I wouldn’t fucking die of some mutated shit show of 
a virus. What more do I need to say? This bathroom was fucking fantastic and you won’t hear 
otherwise. Plus who else are you going to trust? No one is psychotic enough to waste their time 
writing shitty bathroom reviews for some stupid ass newspaper in college. Read the Koala bath-
room reviews, take my word for it, and have the best bathroom experiences this year. 

Coronavirus Bunker Bathroom 100.52/10
Coconut Head

THE HYPNOTIZER: The professor that used to 
work as a part-time hypnotizer in Las Vegas now 
teaches at SDSU. He uses a combination of a 
perfectly monotone pitch and black & white small 
font Powerpoint slides to fully lull to sleep an 
entire 500 person class. Just before class is over, 
he snaps his fingers to wake everyone up.THE NON-ENGLISH SPEAKING PROFESSOR: 

Fresh off a boat from places like The Czech Republic, El 
Salvador, and even China... these professors are 
imported into SDSU to work for $2.75 a day so that the 
full-time professors can continue to make their 
$300,000. The fact that these professors speak no 
English at all does not matter. However, they ARE 
trained for weeks by SDSU linguists to say “Powerpoint 
Slide” and “no questions”.

TYPES OF PROFESSORS TEACHING AT SDSU
Brought to you by Mike, Walter and Sarah at A+ Review!

Celebrating the 1st Amendment!

THE CUTE PROFESSOR: the first ten rows of 
the classroom are always filled with girls without 
boyfriends who never seem to take notes. They just 
stare and flutter their eyes. By the end of the 
semester there usually ends up being two or three 
of the girls hanging around the professor’s office
with the door closed or can be seen with the prof at 
Bennigans or The Salty Dog after 10pm.

THE STORYTELLER: although this professor 
starts the class with an important problem, by the 
third minute of class he is off on a wild story about 
when he was fighting a lion in Africa. The story 
usually finishes up a minute before the end of class 
only to have the professor instruct everyone to 
finish the important problem for homework.

aplusreview.com

AA++ A
Review
SSDDSSUU EExxaamm PPrreepp FFaallll 22002211 

Join Us For Our Awesome Exam Cram Reviews,
Held a Night or Two Before Your Exam!
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My Girlfriend is Not a Lesbian
John MulBangMe

A  public  forum is  a  great  place to set the record 
straight and speak your truth. It’s a new year, 
we’re back on campus, and the Delta variant 
still hasn’t ruined everyone’s Fall plans (yet.) 
With that all said, I would like to lay to rest the 
rumors and the chatter around myself and my 
loving girlfriend. Every single day I hear “John 
MulBangMe! I think your girlfriend’s a lesbi-
an!” Well, I can unequivocally say, once and 
for all: She’s NOT a lesbian. Everyone always 
says she is but she’s NOT. STOP SAYING IT.

Let’s start with the facts. My girlfriend has NEV-
ER had a girlfriend. EVER. But, she has had a 
boyfriend! Me! Has she ever been with anyone 
else? No! But that is besides the point. Boys 
have one point, girls have zero. Basic statis-
tics tell us that she is 100% straight. There’s a 
lot of really hot men out there she could date. 
Hell, I would probably date some of them. I 
can name, like, 10 off the top of my head right 
now. But she hasn’t tapped ANY of that shit. 

And why would she want to date anyone 
else when she has such a great boyfriend?! 
What other boyfriend would take his girlfriend 
plant shopping, or on a date to the botanical 
gardens, or Home Depot?? Who else would 
learn how to crochet with her? Or listen to all 
of her favorite artists, like Phoebe Bridgers, 
Clairo, Snail Mail, girl in red, Taylor Swift, 
SZA, and Lorde??? I frequently let her paint 
my nails and do my makeup. I took her to get 
her nipples AND her septum pierced! And 
what other boyfriend would agree to watch 
movies with her like Jennifer’s Body, Portrait 
of a Lady on Fire, Booksmart, Little Women, 
Lady Bird, and Blue is the Warmest Color?

Sure, maybe she gets a little flustered around 
girls in overalls. Don’t we all? I do the same 
thing when I see men wearing 5 inch inseam 

shorts or a low U-neck tank top. And yeah, sure, 
she is a bit into Megan Fox and Dakota John-
son. So what??? I frequently rewatch Black 
Panther just for Michael B. Jordan’s shirtless 
scene, so what’s so wrong with the fact that 
I don’t hear from her for a few days whenev-
er she rewatches Orange is the New Black? 

And when the day becomes night, and she 
isn’t sleeping over at her best friend’s studio 
apartment, who does she turn to for company? 
ME! And let me tell you, a lesbian would NOT 
be as into me using her vibrator on her as she 
is. She’ll even stay with me while I finish my-
self off. And that, dear readers, is love. I feel 
like I don’t need to explain myself any more. 

And before you say anything, the Jojo 
Siwa bow I found in her glove compart-
ment is NOT a red flag. SHE’S AN  IN-
TERNATIONAL ICON. WHO WOULDN’T 
WANT TO SUPPORT HER BRAND?!
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coursestar.com
get 10 free credits at sign up!

Check Your
Homework Answers

Instantly!

Great for MyStatLab | BA 323 | BA 360

Acctg 201 | Acctg 202

Acctg 326 | Acctg 331

OWLv2 Chem 100 & Chem 200

"CourseStar is my favorite site for
finishing online homework quickly!"

-Lauren H.

KoalaMD: A section where we tell you weird things about our bod-
ies and maybe a nursing major will tell us what the fuck is wrong

#1: Taint Access Pipeline

John MulBangMe

I have a weird connection between my ear and my taint. 
Sometimes I get really itchy on the spot in between my 
nuts and my butthole, and EVERY TIME that happens 
my eardrum starts throbbing. 

Maybe a nursing major: Listen, let me be real with you, 
this may be cancer. There is defi nitely some type of ma-
lignant tumor somewhere up in there--if you are lucky. 
Just start smoking a bunch of weed and it will go away 
or something. 

#2: Belly Button String

Little Dybukk

Sometimes, I get this pain in my belly button that shoots 
down to my ~urethra area~. It hurts when I pee, or 
stretch, or fi nger my belly button. If someone asks me 
what’s wrong I’m like “my belly button string too tight” 
and they usually leave me alone after that.

Maybe a nursing major: This sounds like capital-C Can-
cer. I know that sounds a bit extreme, but this sounds 

like there is cellular growth that should not be hap-
pening. Any time there is pain that goes between the 
bladder and the umbilical cord it usually means there 
is cancer. The best remedy for this is to just wait to die. 
It is probably stage 4 at this point so just call all family 
and friends and say your goodbyes. 

#3: Orb’s Body of Horrors

Orb

Whenever I get a sunburn, I get a bad fever, and then 
nightmares. Sometimes, I can crack my neck really eas-
ily. But then, sometimes that stops. I can do the same 
thing to my shoulder. Oh, my ball hairs are connected 
to my back. Whenever I shave them my back twing-
es in pain, and when I scratch my back, my balls start 
itching. My ears sometimes go through phases where 
they shed skin. I don’t know why. It’s not ear gunk stuff, 
it’s just regular skin. Underneath its reddish and tender. 
Oh, also, whenever I move to a new area I have insane 
diarrhea for the fi rst week or two.

Maybe a nursing major: All this skin stuff sounds like 
you possibly have a form of melanoma. Have you been 
outside in the sun a lot? The sun is a cruel mistress that 

shoots high levels of radioactive fi re onto your skin 
as it slowly eats away at your cellular walls and 
curses you with strange marks on your body. This 
is just the kiss of cancer fl owing through the larg-
est organ of your body. This is an easy fi x though. 
A few snips here and there and boom, no more 
cancer. You are a clear buddy. 

#4: Bruised Banana

Pissboi

When I began puberty my body developed a minor 
case of Vitiligo and white spots started appearing 
in weird places on my body (knees, hips, back). 
As I got older the pigment began to return in a lot 
of the spots except one. To this day there is still 
a large white spot on my cock, the only one that 
didn’t go away.

Maybe a nursing major: Yeah pissboi, kiss your 
chances of having kids goodbye. Don’t think of 
having anything but weird soft headed babies. 
Because guess what magic and amazing medical 
issue you have…..that’s right, cancer. Lots and 
lots of cancer. Just cancer all over that fat cock of 
yours. There is so much cancer in that dick I would 
be surprised if there is any real penis left. 
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WHORE-O-SCOPES
Pixy  Pipe Dream

THE MOTHER FUCKING KOALA

You just had a great month of cele-
brating you, but now you’re just back 

to being an insufferable bitch. And 
no, that boy did not totally want your 
snapchat. Nobody! Is! Flirting! With! 

You!

Start planning your study abroad, you 
romantic, whimsical bitch. Don’t fall in 

love...or do. Do drugs. Try anal. 

Messing with football players is not 
the move. Just leave them be, it’s 
not like they will remember any-
thing in the morning. No, not be-

cause of the drinking…because of 
the irreparable head trauma.

Mapping out your dorm room in June, buying a 
color-coded bullet journal, and wearing out that 
New Yorker tote bag makes everyone jealous, 
but nothing prepared you to be the mother of 8 
unbearably drunk 18 year old children every Sat-
urday. So slap that wine bag and play some Dolly 

Parton, you deserve it. 

Were you dropped on your head 
as a baby? No, seriously, were 

you? Cause you are making too 
many unforgettable mistakes 

three days in.

Omg you love thrifting? You like 
frogs and mushrooms and want to 

heal your inner child while you listen 
to Phoebe Bridgers? It’s not “indie” 
if your favorite artist has a million 
dollar record deal...just a thought. 

Do NOT trauma dump on your new 
roommates. At least get to know a person 
before they meet the voices in your head. 
Stop watching obscure, educational you-

tube videos at 3 am and go to therapy. 

 

You were on your high school lacrosse 
team way too long, weren’t you whitey? 
Go surf, pretend you’re cool and smoke 
a puff bar. Now stop fucking in the Zura 
handicapped bathroom. That’s all types 

of wrong.

Missing your childhood pet isn’t a per-
sonality trait. Throw on some eyeliner 
and develop a few unhealthy coping 
mechanisms at a satellite house. Also 
get rid of that squishmallow, you fuck-

ing baby. 

So you hate your roommate(s) already 
and forgot something at home. It’s 

okay, there are many more frustrations 
to come. Take a minute to cry in the 

bathroom (if you haven’t already) and 
go get a shit tattoo at EC. And remem-
ber, the 7/11 by Starbucks knows it’s 
fake, try going to Ralphs with a mask. 

Hey girlie, are you going out tonight? 
Or maybe you’ll just call your ex 

from highschool and promise you 
won’t cheat on them again then pass 
out in a bush outside parking struc-
ture three. Also, I know you’ve been 
thinking about rushing. Don’t you 

fucking dare.

 We get it, you have ADHD. Stop telling 
me every 5 seconds unless you’re 
trying to sell me your Adderall pre-

scription. Also, you’re not supposed to 
leave those condoms in your hot ass 

car.
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Beginners Guide to Anal Sex

Jewish American Pegger

Have you been feeling an empty void in your life 
recently? Well, guess what! That’s your asshole 
calling and it’s begging you for attention. You may 
have thought that void in your soul would be best 
filled with drugs or alcohol, but really all you needed 
was something phallic shaped. Haven’t you heard 
the saying, “The asshole is the window to the soul”? 

Now, I understand that your chocolate starfish seems 
foreboding. Some of you may even be embarrassed 
about your shit button to the point where you cover it 
up with a Frozen™ bandaid so that it can’t be viewed 
during my favorite position: doggy style. Butt (pun 
intended), you only need to unlock that treasure-trove 
of pleasure waiting for you on the other side of that 
sphincter. There are a couple of steps in this pleasure 
process, but luckily for you I am here to explain 
everything and give you the best tips and tricks. 

First, you must be completely relaxed. Listen to 
some meditation videos from those white spirituality 
bitches to get yourself grounded. Choose the 
hottest spirituality bitch for a kickstart to the process. 
When you’re so relaxed that you start thinking 
about giving up Xanax full-time, it is time to begin. 

Slip on a latex glove (NOT a plastic food service 
one, don’t even think about it). Pour enough lube 
on your fingers to rival that stupid ass coconut oil 
video (you know the one I’m talking about, freaks). 
Then, gently use your fingers to massage your 
stinker. Slowly insert a slippery finger, unlike Chet 
from Theta Apple Pie who spit on his beer-and-
coke encrusted finger and shoved it into your poor 
unsuspecting asshole that night you did Adderall for 
the first time. We’re taking this low and slow, baby.

When you are comfortable enough with one 
finger, add more. If you can get 3 of your 
slippery mates in your poop-deck, congrats! 
You can probably fit a phallic friend in there. 

PRO TIPS: DO NOT let just anyone into your 
precious porta. It is meant to be coveted, a 
prize for only the top peckers  (or straps)  in  

the  area. Find a respectable person who will 
treat you to Trujillos after destroying your orifice. 

Speaking of Trujillos, DO NOT EAT MEXICAN 
FOOD OR ANY FOOD THAT WILL CAUSE YOU 
TO SHIT YOUR BRAINS OUT BEFORE ANAL 
PLAY. Butt stuff can be messy, yes, but you do not 
want to diarrhea all over your poor partner. Unless 
you’re into that sort of thing. Hey, I’m not here to 
judge. Scat porn isn’t my thing but I know some of 
our readers are into that shit (again, pun intended). 

If you actually read this article all the way through, I’m 
going to assume you’re either already utilizing your 
asshole to its maximum potential, or you’re actually 
looking to try some new things. If you’re the latter, 
please do more research than just this article. I am 
not responsible for any unwanted damages done to 
your favorite sphincter. I hope that this will encourage 
everyone to take the plunge into the cave of wonders. 
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@SDSU_Koala @sdsukoala

Disney+ Announces New Jar Jar Binks Series
Little Dybbuk

Today, Disney+ has announced another Star 
Wars spin-off show. In an effort to redeem 
the Star Wars franchise’s most hated and 
fucking disgusting character, Disney+ has 
decided to make some unexpected casting 
decisions. In this new show, Tom Cruise will 
star as Jar Jar Binks. Additionally, reports 
suggest that Selena Gomez will be playing 
Jar Jar Binks. James Corden, Kevin Hart, 
and Vin Diesel also are cast as Jar Jar binks. 
That’s right, Disney+ is creating an all-Jar 
Jar Binks cast, including Ben Platt as gay 
Jar Jar Binks 2 and Mila Kunis as smelly Jar 
Jar Binks. New to the Star Wars universe, 
Tom Cruise is also the creator of the series. 
Cruise, who has taken up method acting 
for the role, now prefers to be called Jar Jar 
Binks. When contacted for a response, Jar 
Jar Binks (Tom Cruise) had this to say: 

“Ever since 1999, me have so mui upset.  
People sayen ‘Jar Jar disa’ and ‘Binks dat’. 
But daysa no know what daysa sayen. Me 
am tup tup and dat why me think daysa no 
liken mesa. Daysa actually liken mesa so 
mui dat daysa jealous. Daysa wanten more 
of mesa. If only dalee were more of mesa, 
methinks. Mebbe den wesa have enough Jar 
Jars to maken everyone smilin. Dat where 
me got disa idea.”

While the show is slated to be released in 
2022, everyone listed except Tom Cruise has 
denied any involvement with the project.
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Tinder Gold and All its Glory
Coconut Head

I was drinking (heavily) one night, as every 21-year-old 
does, and scrolling tinder which is a pretty normal pastime 
of mine. I scrolled past what may have been the prettiest 
human I have ever seen, but here’s the problem: my drunk 
ass was going much too fast and swiped left. As any sane 
drunk human would do, I paid that motherfucking $10.99 
and got tinder gold so I could backtrack and swipe right. 
With tinder gold comes the ability to change locations and 
swipe in any country you want. This is my plan to marry into 
citizenship in a country full of hot men and how you can do 
the same.

Step 1: Find a man worthy of being your husband.

I had 3 countries in mind, Australia, England, or Ireland. 
Australian accents make my dick hard, England is across 
the pond, and Ireland has some dank potatoes and even 
danker beer (choose whichever country you like). Now if 
you are also trying to get citizenship in another country and 
following my foolproof plan, I warn you, you must scroll 
through A LOT of men. You will get unsolicited dick pics, 
even from thousands of miles away. Stay strong soldier, 
you will fi nd a man worthy of being your husband too.

Step 2: Get this man’s Snapchat and seduce him into let-
ting you visit, but make him pay for the entire trip.

This was the fun part of the journey. I had 3 men in 3 differ-
ent countries by the end of this, willing and able to pay for 
my fl ights, my housing and my food. During this snapchat 
phase, convince him that he will see your titties when you 
inevitably visit him. Flirt your way into their heads (both 
heads, let’s be real here) and fl irt your way into their hearts. 
It works every time, trust me. This is the stage where you 
must be prepared for unsolicited wieners, and a whole lot 
of grotesque fl irting, and I mean A LOT. Be bold, be you 
(okay maybe not really you, but like close enough right?). 
The grind must never stop. 

Step 3: Have a shotgun Vegas wedding you never wanted 
and run.

 Ah yes, so you may have to get drunk, have a ve-
gas-esque wedding in another country and hang around 
for a while until you can eventually leave and divorce the 
motherfucker (after you get your citizenship of course). We 
all make sacrifi ces though, okay? This may just be a huge, 
life-changing sacrifi ce that could maybe, possibly, probably 
tarnish your reputation among him and a few of his homies, 
but it’s fi ne, it happens. If you don’t like the idea of a wed-
ding, just get knocked up and then there is no way he will 
dip right? Maybe. He may need milk eventually. 

   

We FIGHT to push OUR students into the 
TOP of the bell curve. How? We spoon 
feed our students the exam material…

Join our exam-cram reviews!

The Dreaded Bell Curve
Approximately 50% of SDSU undergrads 
shall be given a C, D or F as a final grade!
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At A+ Review, we’re on the students’ side.
We’ve helped thousands of SDSU students 
score high on their midterms and finals, and 
we can help you too! Join us a night or two 
before your exam. 

Our exam-cram reviews dumb down all of the 
required exam problems and concepts that are 
most likely to appear on your exam!
Our students consistently score in the top of the 
bell curve. Join Us!

  

Our exam cram reviews dumb down all of the 

  A Review  A R  R  R  R  Re  e  e++ 
SDSU’s #1 Test Preparation!

Parents can now pay easily online!



ive got a kidney stone and it sucks 
ass. why did i drink so many yerbs 

Bryce Hall vs. SAE was white on 
white crime, double homicide  

I’m graduating a semester ear-
ly, but I haven’t told any of my 
friends. This seems like the only 
opportunity I’ll ever really get to 
“vanish” from people’s lives. No 
notes or calls, no goodbyes, just 
gone. And I’m going for it.   

Great Society SDSU: 1. Convert 
Calpulli into a free 24/7 urgent 
care (we have the money, don’t 
bullshit me). 2. Install better 
lighting for the walkways around 
campus (i.e on the way to VA) 3. 
Put ALL campus eateries on meal 
plan. 4. Install water stations on 
every fl oor of every residence hall. 
5. Do away with the closing of 
dorms over Thanksgiving break. 
Anything else?  

Bout to slide in her Facebook 
dm’s after she posted in the hous-
ing group looking for a roommate. 
Girl you can stay at mines! 

My boyfriend has not fucked me in 
months  

the may issue cover…koala tits 
koala tits koala koala tits koala tits 
koala tits kola tits tits kola tits  

i have a crush on a pike should i 
just end it all   

Why is the website shit?  

the SDSU student to hornblend 
resident pipeline 

I swear imma fuck like a rabbit 
once I can fi nally move back to 
SD, I am not graduating college a 
virgin, no fucking way   

Nothing suppresses your libido 
like spending 30 minutes speak-
ing to tech support 

Im the heaviest Ive ever been but 
Ive never felt hotter…ladies its abt 
confi dence not the size of your 
clothes <3   

Im so ready for all the spicey tea 
once school is back in session, 
this summer felt like a freaky fever 
dream I can only imagine what the 
school year will be like   

So many Mexican chicks from El 
Centro are so damn hermosa like 
I want to marry any one of them 

$174 is cheap for a college park-
ing permit but goddamn   
  

I’m a transfer that already took 
comm so I don’t get to see daddy 
Rapp :c  

YEAH, THE FURRIES ARE GON-
NA BE ON CAMPUS THIS SE-
MESTER, BITCH! 

Why are the Aztec nights so dead 
sometimes? Dance, bitch   

If you are gay and into feet (even 
a little bit) please contact me via 
Grindr immediately 

sexted random boy for a while but 
when i said no nudes be blocked 
me  

I am straight up not having a good 
time

[redacted] please stop self de-
structing because you think it’s 
quirky i’m having a hard enough 
time keeping myself alive i can’t 
keep babysitting you on top of 
that. i love you but i’m begging 
you please go to therapy

Frats please stop playing house 
music at parties it fucking stinks 
how the fuck do you want girls to 
throw ass but not play any ass 
throwing music? Y’all are stinky 
and vile 

Anyone else know the starer? He 
walks around campus with a puffy 
black jacket.     

i know i’m gay but my lab ta is hot 
and i’m attracted to authority so 
it’s complicated  

I love my gf but my side bitch 
gives way better head   
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THE PERSONALS

Submit your bullshit to:

http://bit.ly/2xaS7nZ

100% anonymous, 100% bullshit

      

STAT 
119 

MATH A This page 120 sponsored by + Review
Celebrating the First Amendment Right to Free Speech 

ACCTG 
201/202 

ECON 
101/102 

CHEM 
100/200 

And MANY more ... 


